EXTENDED PRACTICE

ADD AND SUBTRACT FRACTIONS
(LIKE DENOMINATORS)

1. Carry eats $\frac{1}{4}$ of a pizza. Sammie eats $\frac{2}{3}$ of a pizza. How much pizza did they eat in all?

2. Mina sold $\frac{5}{8}$ meters of ribbon on Monday. She sold $\frac{3}{8}$ of ribbon on Tuesday. How much more ribbon did she sell on Monday than Tuesday?

3. At Tryone’s party, one group drank 4 bottles of sports drink. Another group drank $\frac{2}{3}$ bottles of sports drink. How much did the two groups drink in all?

4. Lisa bakes a cake that uses $1\frac{3}{4}$ cups of white sugar and $2\frac{2}{4}$ cups of brown sugar. How much sugar does she need in total?

5. Ruka walked $5\frac{1}{5}$ kilometers yesterday and $3\frac{4}{5}$ kilometers today. How many more kilometers did he walk yesterday than today?